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To provide an overview of the work done in Sweden so far and in relation to the IEA-DSM task

- Outcomes of the 2nd national workshop
Working approach

National workshops

- Expect. Nat. Level
- Policy & Principles
- Org. & Practicalities
- Interactions

International expert
IEA-DSM workshops

- Expect. Nat. Level
- Policy & Principles
- Org. & Practicalities
- Interactions
Project objective

• To increase the knowledge and understanding of this policy instrument
• To learn from the experience that Great Britain, Italy and France when it comes to the analysis
Key research questions

• Is a White Certificate scheme a suitable policy instrument for Sweden?
• How could the White Certificate scheme be designed for Sweden?
2nd Nat. Workshop

• Objectives:
  – Discuss inputs and linkages from/with different related initiatives
  – Discuss “Policy Scenarios”
    • Policy goal(s)?
    • Eligible end-use sectors?
    • Eligible and obligated actors?
    • Eligible energy carriers?
    • Eligible measures?
Conclusions

• National interest seems to be growing
• Focusing on Residential & Commercial sectors, two policy scenarios were selected for further analysis:
  – CO₂ emission reductions
  – Energy efficiency
Workshop – Draft
National or international systems for White Certificates -
Lessons to learn from projects on Green certificates

10.00-11.30 Intro to White Certificates
EEC in Great Britain
White Certificates in Italy
White Certificates in France

11.30-12.30 Introduction to and first experiences of Green Certificates in Sweden
-leasons learnt STEM, Mathias Normand

13.30 -14.00 ETS, Green Certificates and White certificates in EU, not confirmed

14.00-14.30 Prospects for Green certificates in Norway-Sweden
Mathias Normand, STEM, not confirmed

14.30-15.00 Renewable Energy Certificate System, RECS, Claes Hedenström

15.00-15.30 A short introduction to EuroWhiteCert and issues related to national and
international systems for Certificates

16.00- 17.30 Panel Discussion – National or international systems of certificates?
Your comments are welcome!

thanks